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Foreword 
 

009 modelling has always provided the opportunity 
to use one’s imagination and to build distinctive 
models and layouts. With the recent welcome 
introduction of a number of ready-to-run models 
it’s easier than ever to make a start. Nevertheless, 
there will always be a place for the modeller to 
build their own inventive and unique models.  
 
John’s ‘Coleford’ layout is a firm favourite on the 
exhibition circuit and demonstrates his flair for out 
of the ordinary modelling in 4mm scale narrow 
gauge. Now, with this book, we can all read about 
how it has been built and learn its secrets. 
 

The 009 Society supports narrow gauge modellers 
working in 3.5mm and 4mm scales and welcomes 
everyone from the collector of early Eggerbahn to 
those building models from kits or from scratch. 
Why not join us – we’re a friendly group of 
people! 
 
Happy Modelling!    
     
 
David Gander 
Chairman 
The 009 Society            www.009society.com 
 

 
 

 

The Peckett 0-6-0 takes a mixed train 
over the bridge towards Coleford. 
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“It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a man 
in possession of an enthusiasm for railway 
modelling must be in want of a layout”, with 
apologies to Jane Austen. 
 
Like many people, constraints of time, space, and 
other things meant I never quite got round to 
building a model railway. I was firmly, but 
comfortably, in the armchair. Of course, we all 
enjoy some “armchair modelling“, looking at what 
others have done and dreaming up schemes to do 
ourselves one day. But that latent desire can turn to 
disappointment after a while, thinking about the 
things you could have done … but didn’t. 
 
The worm will turn, and after a while, I realised 
that if I didn't make a layout some time, I could 
carry on putting it off for ever. This book is about 
what happened next, and how I started to enjoy 
getting covered in sawdust, superglue and paint; 
how I learnt some of the skills I had read about, 
and how I realised just how much I rely on 
magnifying glasses. 
 
I had boxes full of railway things collected during 
my armchair years. I was going to build this layout 
for “me” and so I set no deadlines or expectations 
on myself. I could do my modelling when I wanted 
and as often as I wanted. 

Space - the “final frontier” - I had to find 
somewhere to do all this modelling. Now I know 
that I can be lazy, so I needed the space to be 
convenient. I needed somewhere that made it easy 
to sit down for a while and do some modelling 
rather than have to spend half an hour setting 
things up before anything could be started.  
 
In the end, I found a tiny alcove next to the stairs 
and proceeded to do most of my modelling 
standing on the stairs working in this alcove! Not 
ideal perhaps, but surprisingly practical. 
 
I knew it had to be narrow gauge and 009. I had 
started my modelling, like most I suspect, in 00 
and had got used to this scale. I knew little about 
narrow gauge during my formative years, until I 
bought a book on the Lynton and Barnstaple 
Railway. I was attracted by the picture on the cover 
and when I looked inside, I was amused and 
captivated by pictures of the Manning Wardle 
locos and how they seemed to overhang the track 
in a far from practical, almost comical way. I 
thought they were great and have never looked 
back. I bought some Egger 009 models, which I 
still have, and pondered over possible layouts I 
could build.  
 

 

 

One of my several boxes of railway things 
waiting to be rediscovered and used.  

CHAPTER ONE:  INTRODUCTION 
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However, "why Coleford?" as the location of the 
layout is a rather more difficult question to answer. 
Surely, I would have chosen the Lynton and 
Barnstaple, as my first inspiration? Why did I 
choose Coleford instead?  
 
The honest answer is that I cannot really 
remember, it just sort of happened. I know I used 
to pass Coleford quite often on journeys. I also 
worked in Gloucester for a while and researched 
the railways in the Forest of Dean and Monmouth 
areas. Shortly after this, I started planning the 
layout and I guess the place must have been in my 
head and stuck there. Every railway has to be 
somewhere, and so Coleford it was. I hope they 
forgive me. 
 

 

 

 

 
 
It's an interesting area and became industrialised 
very early in the Industrial Revolution, before coal 
mining really dominated. From some of this past I 
was able to construct a back story, a fictional past 
that I could use to explain the railway, at least to 
myself. Many railway modellers do this, and for 
me, this adds to the creativity and sense of 
enjoyment. 
 
The layout is based on a real railway in the Forest 
of Dean, with history having been changed a little. 
The real railway from Coleford to Monmouth had 
its origins as a narrow gauge plateway, the early 
Monmouth Tramroad, carrying coal, clay and lime 
to the river Wye at Monmouth. I’ve reinvented it as 
a 2’ gauge railway serving some quite different 
industries, gold processing, fashion clothing and a 
chocolate factory.  

The layout is set in winter and one of the 
challenges was finding a way of representing 
the leaf-less trees. 

Coleford has an industrial theme. 
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To say the layout was planned would be a gross 
exaggeration. I am not a meticulous planner. 
Rather, it evolved, as I progressed through the 
stages of construction. I had an overall picture in 
my head, but buildings, roads and other features 
were added as I went along. This did result in some 
quite tricky corners to be filled with odd shapes, as 
well as some miniature engineering to cover wiring 
and so on. But I got there in the end. 
 
Although the space I had was limited, I still wanted 
something that was interesting to operate. I have 
always been a fan of unusual trackwork, and so on 
Coleford, there is a fairly complex track design and 
different types of permanent way. But I didn’t want 
to build the track from scratch, just adapt 
commercially available products. I also wanted  
a winter scene with leafless trees and a rather 
forlorn look. 

The completed layout was built in two stages. The 
first stage was just a single baseboard 2 feet by 3 
feet. After I had exhibited this a few times, my 
thoughts turned to creating an extension – another 
baseboard of the same size. I had great fun trying 
to work out how to do this, both practically and the 
design of the buildings and scenery. 
 
I hope you enjoy looking through this book. It is a 
light hearted romp through the various features of 
Coleford and some of the experiences I’ve had in 
building it. So take it for what it is – proof of my 
muddling through things, creating many problems 
for myself but learning as I’ve gone along. If I 
have one wish though, it is this … if you are still 
an “armchair modeller” then take courage and start 
modelling for real. There will be many triumphs 
and frustrations ahead of you, and all of them will 
be worthwhile.

 

 

A fairly complex track design makes it interesting to operate. 


